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RENO, Nev., July 13, 2015 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Brilliant Sands Incorporated (BSI)

(OTCQB:BRSD), a leading frac sand producer and supplier, today announced it has engaged

Morton Jagodich Incorporated (MJI) to assist with the exploration and development of BSI's frac

sand projects located in Alberta and Manitoba, Canada.

MJI is a geoscience and geotechnical engineering firm based in Canada with regional offices

located throughout the country. Their team of highly specialized engineers, geologists and

geophysicists are focused on frac sand exploration, facility/mine development and economic

assessment. They are equipped to provide a wide range of management consulting and

engineering services from feasibility studies and economic analyses to engineering design,

construction, testing and commissioning of major facilities. MJI engineers maintain an emphasis

on client satisfaction while delivering efficient, economical designs with a focus on

constructability, function and longevity. MJI's portfolio extends across Canada and overseas and

is heavily focused in the mining and oil and gas sectors.

Brilliant Sands President and CEO, Marc J. Andrews, said, "Brilliant Sands is looking forward to

working with MJI to quickly and efficiently refine our three projects into a first-class mining

operation and begin the production of our exceptional frac sand projects. Our initial field work

was initiated last month on all three of our properties and we are pleased to report that our

partners are achieving excellent progress in advancing each project. Based on our initial reports,

we are expecting a resource report on each project by the third quarter of this year."

Mr. Andrews added, "The location, size, and quality of our projects will position us as one of the

leading players in the Canadian frac sand market with the goal of becoming the largest frac

sand producer and supplier in Canada. Based on the increasing global demand for frac sand, we

believe Brilliant Sands and its shareholders are well-positioned to capitalize on this significant

growth opportunity."

About Brilliant Sands Incorporated

Brilliant Sands (OTCQB:BRSD) is a US listed company positioned to become one of the largest

frac sand producers and suppliers in Canada. We offer a more cost-competitive, operationally

advantageous system while maintaining and sometimes increasing the quality and integrity of

our products through logistic measures. Armed with top tier quality sand and a definite logistic

& transportation advantage in Canada, Brilliant Sands provides a long needed market solution to

imported sand products and is set to corner the Canadian sand market.

BRSD recently acquired the mineral rights to three strategically located frac sand properties in

Alberta and Manitoba, Canada. It is evident that the frac sand market offers attractive long-

term growth fundamentals, and we are positioned to be the leading producer of quality frac

sand located in Canada. The Company's wholly owned subsidiary, Consolidated Goldfields LLC,

is an exploration stage company engaged in the acquisition, exploration and development of

mining properties which owns or controls a 100% interest in six projects located in Nevada. The



Company also owns 100% of the Muskox Intrusion Data Inventory. This Intrusion is located in

Nunavut, Canada.

Except for the historical information contained herein, certain matters discussed in this press

release are forward-looking statements which involve risks and uncertainties. These forward-

looking statements are based on expectations and assumptions as of the date of this press

release and are subject to numerous risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results to

differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements. Forward-looking

statements can be identified by, among other things, the use of forward-looking language, such

as the words "plan," "believe," "expect," "anticipate," "intend," "estimate," "project," "may,"

"will," "would," "could," "should," "seeks," or "scheduled to," or other similar words, or the

negative of these terms or other variations of these terms or comparable or similar language, or

by discussion of strategy or intentions. Such forward-looking statements include, without

limitation, statements regarding future business strategy, plans and goals and other statements

that are not historical facts. Forward-looking statements address activities, events or

developments that the Company expects or anticipates will or may occur in the future, and are

based on current expectations and assumptions. Although management believes that its

expectations are based on reasonable assumptions, it can give no assurance that these

expectations will prove correct. The Company does not intend to publicly update any forward-

looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise, except

as may be required under applicable securities laws. A copy of the Company's report for the

year ending December 31, 2014, can be found at www.otcmarkets.com.
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